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Cucho had been looking for his friend Patitas all day! 
“What are you doing with that, Patitas?” Cucho asked 
the octopus. 
“I found this piano, and I’m teaching myself how to 
play it!” Patitas replied. 
“Is it fun with your eight tentacles?” Cucho said, very 
curious about Patitas efforts.  
“Yes, it is fun, but it’s not easy!” said the octopus. 
                                                



“Where did you find the piano?” asked Cucho. 
“I was swimming around and saw it! Do you want to 
look for another instrument for you, Cucho?” Patitas 
told him. “I never played music before, but I would like 
to try!” said the shark, happy with the idea. “Then, we’ll 
swim, until we find what you want” replied Patitas. 
“I think I want a trumpet!” Cucho said.
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The two friends swam and swam, and saw something 
sticking out of the sand. Patitas grabbed it. “What is it?” asked 
Cucho. “It is a double bass!” said  a walrus. “My name is Otto. 
I learned to play the base with my grandfather!” 
Cucho asked Otto: “Do you want to take this base?”
“Sure! Thank you!” said the walrus. 
Cucho and Patitas invited Otto to join them, searching for a 
trumpet. The three amigos took off, with big smiles!
                                                           



Suddenly, they heard music. A crab walked towards them. 
“He is playing the maracas!” said Otto the walrus, looking 
at the colorful instruments. “Hi, I’m Richard! And these are 
my new maracas! I found them under a rock, and they are 
fantastic! What are you doing?” the crab asked them. “We 
are looking for a trumpet for Cucho” said Patitas. “You have 
a piano and a base, are you part of an orchestra?” Richard 
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The shark, the octopus and the walrus looked at each 
other. “An orchestra? We can have our own orchestra, 
yes, yes!” said Cucho. 
“Do you want to join us, Richard?” Patitas asked the 
crab, who was still playing his maracas. “Of course, 
thank you!” replied Richard. “Now we have Patitas with 
a piano, Otto with a base, Richard with maracas… let’s 
keep looking for my trumpet!” said Cucho. 
                                                          



Right then, a hammer shark came by. “Trumpet? Who said 
trumpet?” asked the hammer shark. His name was Nails. 
“Oh, my dear cousin Nails, how are you!” said Cucho. “I’m 
fine, thank you! I just saw a trumpet near a sunken ship. I 
didn’t take it because I already have my drums” explained 
the hammer shark.  “Can you take us to the sunken ship, 
please?” asked the walrus. “Yes! Let’s go!” said Nails. What a 
day!      
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The sunken ship was gigantic. “The trumpet must be 
around here” said the hammer shark. Cucho, Patitas, 
Otto, Richard and Nails began searching every inch 
of the ship. But they all froze when they saw a huge 
chair going up and down… 
“Is that chair really moving?” asked Richard, shaking 
his maracas because he himself was shaking. 
                                                                     



Their eyes followed the chair. It seemed to be walking… 
towards them! “Hello everybody” a voice said. “The chair is 
talking to us!” yelled Patitas. “It’s not the chair, it’s me!” said 
a sea otter, carrying the seat with big effort. “My name is 
Antonio! I’m taking this chair to my theater. We have a big 
function tomorrow!” the sea otter said. “Do you need many 
chairs?” the walrus asked. “I need many chairs, but what I 
need the most are musicians!” replied the otter.  
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“Do you know any musicians?” asked Antonio. “Yes, we are an 
orchestra, we have a piano, a bass, drums and maracas… the 
only thing missing is a trumpet!” Cucho told the otter. “Oh, wait! 
Let me get my backpack…” said Antonio. He opened his bag, 
and took a trumpet out. “It’s very old, but I’m sure it still plays 
quite well!” the otter explained. Finally, Cucho had a trumpet! 
Fantastic!  Patitas said: “We can practice all night, playing songs.” 
“Yes, but, who will be the director of the orchestra?” asked the 
walrus. They all stopped talking and began thinking!



They stopped thinking when a dolphin showed up. “Did anybody 
say you need a director of orchestra? My name is Judith, and I 
directed a band of sword fish one time, playing Rock and Roll and 
Salsa” she told them. “You can be our musical director!” said Cucho. 
They all agreed, and practiced for hours, learning and playing 
beautiful music. The next day, they were amazing and a huge 
success at the theater, celebrating the convention of science of the 
ocean. The first show of Cucho and the Marine Orchestra! Música 
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